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�1� �=% ��!� �0�      (�3�A3� 2�=% � E�0C � *"�� )         1 The odd word out.    0.5 1. local / international/domestic/ national      ……………………..      2.  observatory/library/laboratory/memory     ……………………..   2 Fill in the blanks with the words given. (There is one extra word.) 1.5   (prices- medicine – attractions-solve) 3. Travelers go to other countries to visit some tourist………….  4. A smart student must…………..all difficult problems. 5. I don’t buy the T-shirt from this store. The …………are really high.   3 Match the definitions with the words. One is extra.  1 6. a room where scientists work a. laboratory 7. the time after now b. destination 8. to stop doing something c. future 9. the place where someone is going  d. protect    e. quit     4 Look at the pictures and answer the questions.  1 10. What were they doing when their father got home?  ………………………………………………………………………………………..  11. What is the boy going to do?  ………………………………………………………………………………………..   5 Choose the correct answer.    1 12. I ………. Arabic when my friend called me.  a. study� b. studied� c. was studying� d. studying� 13. The translator can…………… four languages?  a. write� b. writing� c. to write� d. writes�    A: Vocabulary(3points) B:Grammar(4points) 
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� ��		 6 Write the correct forms of the words in the blanks.   1 14. The computer was ……………I thought. ( expensive ) 15. I will ……. 19 years old in 2020? (to be) 16. A: What were you ……………….as your dinner? ( eat ) B: Chicken soup. 17. Mina has ……………… friends than Maryam.  ( many )   7 Make a meaningful sentence with the given words.  1 18. think/ is /easier/than French/ I/ Arabic   ……………………………………………………………………………       8 Find the error and correct it.   1 19. Look at the clouds! It will rain soon.  ………………………………………………………………. 20. When I went into Helen’s office, she was making coffee myself.  ……………………………………………………………….  9 Choose the correct word.   1 21. He may ………. (come, coming) soon. 22. Mina ( believed  / was believing ) that she could learn English fast.      10 Read the passage and choose the best answer.      1 Five hundred years ago a man ……(23)………Leonardo da Vinci lived in Italy. He was born in 1452 and, when ……(24)……., he lived in the beautiful city of Florence. Leonardo was the student of a painter, and he became one of …(25)……. painters who has ever lived. But he was also an architect a/an………(26)…….. and an inventor.   23.  a) called b) gained c) recited d) ordered 24.  a) he was young b) young he was c) he young was d) was he young 25.  a) more famous b) as famous as c) the most famous d) famous 26.  a) experiment b) medicine c) traveler d) scientist   C. Writing (2 points) 
D. Reading Comprehension (3 points) 
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� ��		 11 Read the following passage and answer the questions.  2 Traveling to Iran is not expensive, so many foreigners come to Iran to visit different tourist attractions. If you like historical sites, you can go to Hamedan and visit Avecinna tomb( a Persian scientist), tomb of Baba Taher ( a Persian poet) and so many other beautiful places. There are also lots of historical sites in Fars an Isfahan. If you are a muslim, don’t miss visiting Mashhad and Qom. You can go to Imam Reza Holy Shrine in Mashad and Hazrate Masoumeh Holy Shrine in Qom. Golestan, Mazandaran and Gilan are perfect places for nature lovers. Beautiful forests, sea, and mountains are some of the attractions of these provinces.      I. True or False? (0.5points) 27. Pilgrims must go to Mazandaran  and Gilan . (…………..) 28. Avecinna tomb is in Hamedan. (……………..)    II. Give complete answers. 29. Why do many foreigners come to Iran  ? (0.5 points) ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 30. Where should you go if you like historical places? (1 point) ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

     Good luck 


